**Geo-Engineering Solutions wants you to become a part of our team!**

*Geo-Engineering Solutions Inc.* is looking for entry to mid-level engineers and geologists to support our growing Geotechnical Engineering Practice in the Bay Area. We are seeking engineers and geologists with a BS in Civil Engineering or Geology with a MS preferred. Our projects include a mix of private and public development projects in a variety of site conditions from soft soil sites to liquefaction and hillside stabilization issues. In this capacity you would perform a variety of field and office activities including drilling and site investigations, construction observation, and engineering analysis.

If you are interested, forward a resume and cover letter to ESwenson@Geo-Eng.net.

---

**Contact Us**

Eric J. Swenson, GE, CEG  
ESwenson@Geo-Eng.net  
(925) 433-0454